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This volume presents a clear examination of the philosophy of law within a political, social, and

economic framework. Coverage introduces readers to operative legal concepts, everyday law

practices, substantive procedures, and the intricacies of the American legal system. Eliminating

confusing legalese, the authors skillfully explain the basics&#151;from how a lawsuit is filed to the

final appeal&#151;and review English legal roots. The survey addresses history and the law, court

organization, procedure and evidence, limitations, constitutional law, criminal law, administrative

law, environmental law, torts, contracts, and property law. For those interested in a greater

understanding of the American legal system.
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This text presents a clear examination of the philosophy of law within a political, social and

economic framework. Coverage introduces readers to operative legal concepts, everyday law

practices, substantive procedures, and the intricacies of the American legal system. Eliminating

confusing legalese, the authors skillfully explain the basics--from how a lawsuit is filed to the final

appeal--and review English legal roots. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of

this title.

This volume presents a clear examination of the philosophy of law within a political, social, and

economic framework. Coverage introduces readers to operative legal concepts, everyday law

practices, substantive procedures, and the intricacies of the American legal system. Eliminating



confusing legalese, the authors skillfully explain the basics&#151;from how a lawsuit is filed to the

final appeal&#151;and review English legal roots. The survey addresses history and the law, court

organization, procedure and evidence, limitations, constitutional law, criminal law, administrative

law, environmental law, torts, contracts, and property law. For those interested in a greater

understanding of the American legal system.

I wish I had this book in high school, maybe I would have grasped our U.S. systems then. This is a

great read. It is useful, clear, and has the perfect range of topics. I didn't give 5 stars because one

or two chapters were a bit boring. We used this for a graduate level intro class, but I think a wide

range of readers could find it useful.

This book has detailed information that is not to overwhelming. The author does a good job of

breaking down the material so it can be understood. It is a great book for someone who wants to

review the American legal system and it also serves as a great book for someone studying the

American legal system for the first time.

Great book. Had to buy it for my Judicial Systems class. I learned many things after reading it.

thank you

For the price this is very enlightening and thorough, very good buy and author, this is a must read

by all citizens

Great condition.

Great description. Book arrived in time for my first day of class.. GREAT

Excellent condition and great value.
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